
 

STAFF REPORT 
To:   Victor City Council  
From:   Jay T. Mazalewski, PE 
Meeting Date:  Updated for 05/27/2020 

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT 
 

 

WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT:  UPDATE 
 

Background: 

The WWTP was constructed in 2013/2014 with a design capacity of 900,000 gallons per day, 

expandable to 1,300,000 gallons per day.  The WWTP serves the City of Driggs, City of Victor, and 

various subdivisions between the cities and along Ski Hill Road.  Driggs and Victor share the WWTP 

costs, as agreed to in the Inter-City Agreement. 

 
Staffing: 

The City of Driggs re-organized our public works staff in the fall of 2019.  A Level III WWTP Operator 

(Toney Roy) was hired and a WWTP Operator-in-Training (Wesley Vann) with a degree in process 

engineering, was also hired.  Jarred Gunderson remains our Responsible Charge Operator, however 

Toney and Wesley are responsible for the day-to-day maintenance, operations, and testing.  Toney will 

be assuming the Responsible Charge Operator in July.  Jared will become the back-up operator and be 

available if needed.  Wesley passed his Level I Operator Test and will become a Level I operator when 

he accumulates enough hours, which should be in August. 

 

The re-organization and new hires allow for two dedicated employees to staff the WWTP, which is 

necessary to operate and maintain the facility.  We were able to work these changes without affecting 

2019 budget and are currently on-target to meet our 2019 staffing budget. 

 

Operations: 

Prior to construction of the new plant, wastewater was treated through a series of aerated lagoons.  The 

lagoon system was unable to treat the wastewater adequately and therefore was exceeding the permitted 

discharge limits for multiple constituents (BOD, TSS, E. Coli).  A limit on the amount of ammonia 

discharged was added in 2013. 

 

The current mechanical plant is able to meet compliance levels for all of our limits except for ammonia. 

During the months of July-December we are typically able to meet our ammonia limits.  However, the 

water temperature drops below 8C in late December and the biology that processes ammonia is unable 



to survive and we fall out of compliance for ammonia.  The ammonia discharge limit is extremely low 

due to the small size of the receiving water (unnamed tributary of Woods Creek).  We have tried 

multiple solutions to the ammonia issue; however, none have been successful through the winter/spring 

months.  I am happy to discuss our operations further and give any member of council or staff a tour of 

the WWTP. 

 

Next Steps: 

A $50,000 grant was awarded to the city to update the WWTP facility plan and help resolve the 

ammonia compliance issue.  Forsgren Associates were selected as the engineer to update the facility 

plan. 

 

Forsgren Associates presented their preliminary facility study results to the Driggs City Council in 

February.  Forsgren’s initial calculations showed the WWTP was quickly approaching hydraulic 

capacity and loading capacity.  Forsgren’s initial recommendation is to expand the plant’s capacity and 

change the treatment process, for an estimated cost of 12-15 million dollars.  Staff conducted an internal 

evaluation of our loading and flows which do not match Forsgren’s conclusions.  Our calculation show 

we have a greater capacity, especially if we reduce inflow and infiltration.  We have provided this data 

and analysis to Forgren and have requested updated capacity and growth numbers (expected in early 

June).  Please note that even if Forgren’s growth numbers are correct we have 3-5 years of capacity at 

the WWTP.   

 

The initial calculations showed that the plant sees extremely high flows from early June to early August, 

approximately 3x the winter flows.  These flows coincide with the irrigation season and high ground 

water, leading me to believe that our collections systems have a significant level of infiltration 

(groundwater flowing into the pipe/manholes/services) and inflow (sump pumps discharging into the 

system).  If this can be reduced, the capacity of the plant will be extended.  

 
 

Additionally, we have been working with the original design engineer for the WWTP (Aqua 

Engineering) to help us troubleshoot the ammonia issues and bring us into compliance.  Aqua has 

proposed a multi-pronged approach to solve the issue: 



1. Relocate the outfall:  This will relax the discharge limits and provide greater flexibility as the 

city expands.  Forsgren Associates also recommends this approach. 

2. Identify and mitigate inflow/infiltration:  The City of Driggs has budgeted approximately $20K 

in fiscal year 2020 and $25k in fiscal year 2021 to address issues in the Driggs collections 

system.  Please note that the City of Driggs separates our collection system budget from the 

WWTP budget. 

3. Implement and execute our Pretreatment Ordinance:  Aqua believes we are seeing higher loading 

and toxic contaminants in our wastewater stream which are negatively impacting our treatment 

process.  Aqua will review our Pre-Treatment Ordinance and provide an implementation plan 

addressing individual discharge limits, testing procedures, fines, etc. so the cities can enforce the 

ordinances. This may also reduce the loading and extend the WWTP capacity. 

 

Compliance/Consent Order: 

The City of Driggs entered into a consent order with the EPA in April of 2018.  The order gave us two 

years to meet our effluent limits and outlined steps to take.  We were unable to meet this deadline and 

have requested a year extension so Forsgren can complete the facility study and the city’s together can 

come up with a solution. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


